Abstract-Missing data are a common drawback that pattern recognition techniques need to handle when solving real-life classification tasks. This paper first discusses problems in handling high-dimensional samples with missing values by the Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Since fitting the GMM by directly using high-dimensional samples as inputs is difficult due to the convergence and stability issues, a novel method is proposed to build the highdimensional GMM by extending a reduced-dimensional GMM to the full-dimensional space. Based on the extended full-dimensional GMM, two approaches, namely, marginalization and conditional-mean imputation, are proposed to classify samples with missing data in online phase. Then, the proposed methods were employed to recognize hand motions from surface electromyography (sEMG) signals, and more than 75% of classification accuracy of motions can be obtained even if 50% of sEMG signals were missing. Comparisons with normal mean and zero imputations also demonstrate the improvements of the proposed methods. Finally, a control scheme for a myoelectric hand was designed by involving the novel methods, and online experiments confirm the ability of the proposed methods to improve the safety and stability of practical systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE missing-data (incomplete-data) problem, in which certain feature values are missing from particular samples, exists in a wide range of fields, including remote sensing [1] , speech recognition [2] , medical diagnosis [3] , and biological engineering [4] . The ability of handling incomplete data has become a fundamental requirement for pattern classification in these fields, because inappropriate treatment of missing data may cause large error or even false classification [5] . Generally, pattern classification with missing data includes two phases, i.e., missing-data handling and the subsequent pattern classification. Some methods have been developed to handle missing data, e.g., imputation [6] , [7] , maximum likelihood [8] , decision trees [9] , and fuzzy approaches [10] . The model-based approach, namely, using an offline model trained by preobtained data, is one of the most applicable ways to compensate the online data missing [1] , [5] . Normally, the model is trained offline by the missing data that are the same as those in the online phase. As a result, the missing data during online applications can be replaced by the corresponding values of the model calculations. However, the model, which has been trained offline by using the samples with missing values, can only handle online the samples having the same missing attributes as those in the training phase [11] , [12] . Thus, one offline model has to be built with respect to one missing-data scenario, which increases the computation burden and requires a huge storage during online applications. Even worse, it is almost impractical for the training phase to cover all the missing-data combinations that may occur in real applications.
On the other hand, with respect to pattern classification, a classification model should be first built offline by using a complete-data sample set (all samples have no missing data). Then, for online applications, when missing data occur, the built model is expected to continuously work and maintain a level of calculation accuracy before the complete data are resumed. However, how to make the classification model trained by complete data robust enough in the face of missing data still remains for further investigations [13] , [14] . Additionally, in many real applications, the dimension of sample is too high to be directly processed, or the sample data to be handled may result in divergence or instability during the processing. Therefore, the offline models normally have to be constructed by the reduced-dimensional samples [15] , [16] . How to use the reduced-dimensional model to handle the missing values in a full-dimensional sample also needs further studies.
This paper proposes a Gaussian mixture model (GMM)-based approach to handle the dimension-reduction problem for missing-data compensation. First, a GMM is constructed by using a reduced-dimensional but complete sample set via the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm in the offline training phase. Second, a technique is proposed to extend the reduceddimensional GMM to the full-dimensional space. Third, based on the extended full-dimensional GMM, two methods, namely, marginalization and conditional-mean imputation, are proposed 0278-0046 © 2015 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/ redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
to classify the samples with missing data only occurring in online application phase. Afterward, extensive experiments were conducted to validate the performance of the proposed methods. In our experiments, five kinds of hand motions were recognized from the surface electromyography (sEMG) signals measured by four surface electrodes on the forearm. One or more electrodes were deliberately disconnected to generate the input samples with missing data, and then, the effectiveness of the proposed methods was tested via classifying the missing-data samples. The results were also compared with those obtained by normal mean and zero imputation methods, to demonstrate the improvements of the proposed methods. Finally, the novel methods were applied on a four-degree-of-freedom (4-DOF) myoelectric hand to improve the robustness in case of missing data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the dimension-reduction problem for missing-data compensation. Section III presents the details of missing-data classification based on an extended full-dimensional GMM. Experiments and results are presented in Sections IV and V, respectively. Section VI gives the discussion, and Section VII draws the conclusion.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Define x to be a complete-data sample (without missing data) and X to be a complete-data sample set for offline model construction, i.e.,
where α i,o is the ith element in x, d is the dimension of x, and the subscript "o" represents the observed value. x n (n = 1, . . . , N) is an instance of x. N is the number of samples in X. After X has been measured offline, a GMM could be constructed by X, i.e.,
where p(·) defines the probability density function (pdf), and N (·) represents the Gaussian distribution. M is the number of mixing components that can be determined by minimizing the Akaike information [17] ; γ i is the mixing coefficient satisfying γ i > 0 and [18] .
If missing data occur in a new samplex, i.e.,
where 1 < l < d; and the subscripts "o" and "m" represent the observed value and the missing value, respectively. Based on the offline-trained GMM of (3), two approaches can be employed to handle the missing values: marginalizing the missing part to calculate the marginal distribution of the observed values and imputing the missing value of α i,m by the conditional mean to form a complete sample vector, i.e.,
) is the GMM-estimated value as the replacement of the missing value of α i,m . The details of the two approaches will be presented in Section III-B. However, with respect to the applications including highdimensional samples, building a GMM by directly using the high-dimensional vectors as inputs may be unfeasible [15] , [19] . The most critical challenges include the following: 1) the convergence is difficult to maintain during the training phase, because the relative model is much complex and involves a large number of undetermined parameters; 2) the robustness of the trained model is poor during the application phase, because the complexity makes the model sensitive to the uncertainties existing in real data.
Therefore, in conjunction with certain linear dimension reduction (LDR) algorithm, such as principal component analysis (PCA) or linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [20] , [21] , transforming the high-dimensional vector x into a proper lowdimensional representation y and then training classification models by using y as input sample has become a more feasible approach in most applications [15] , [16] , [20] , [21] . Define an LDR transformation to be y = Hx
where H represents a q × d transformation matrix, q < d, and
Thus, it is more practical to construct a GMM by Y , i.e.,
where, similar to (3), u i is a q-dimensional mean vector, and Σ i is a q × q covariance matrix.
In the case of missing data as presented by (5), the reduceddimensional vector is given bȳ
where β i,m , i = 1, . . . , q, are the values transformed by H from α j,m , j = l + 1, . . . , d in (5) . Equation (11) shows that even there exists only one missing value in x, which will be expanded into every item of y due to the transformation H. Thus, in order to compensate the missing values, the GMM of (10) has to be used to estimate all items in y, which is actually impossible. However, if we can extend the reduced-dimensional GMM p(y) of (10) to a fulldimensional GMM p(x), then the aforementioned approaches, i.e., the marginalization and the conditional-mean imputation, can be still utilized to handle the missing data, although we can only construct a reduced-dimensional GMM offline.
III. MISSING-DATA CLASSIFICATION BASED ON THE EXTENDED FULL-DIMENSIONAL GMM
Here, we first try to extend the reduced-dimensional GMM to a full-dimensional one and then present two methods to achieve missing-data classification based on the extended fulldimensional GMM.
A. Extended Full-Dimensional GMM
Corresponding to (7), the full-dimensional vector x can be approximated by a linear transformation of the reduceddimensional variable y plus an additive Gaussian noise [22] , i.e.,
where W is a d × q matrix, η is a d-dimensional constant vector, and is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with covariance
Thus, the distribution of x, which is conditioned on y, is of the form
Combining (10) and (13) , the pdf in the full-dimensional space (x-space) can be calculated aŝ
wherep(x) is the pdf of the extended full-dimensional GMM. (10) . Thus, once the transformation parameters {W , η, σ 2 } were determined, the full-dimensional GMM ofp(x) could be calculated from the reduced-dimensional GMM of p(y) by (14) and (15) .
In order to estimate {W , η, σ 2 }, a log-likelihood function corresponding to the sample set X of (2) is defined, i.e.,
Directly maximizing (16) by the maximum-likelihood estimation is complex due to the presence of the summation that appears inside the logarithm. Therefore, the alternating expectation conditional maximization (AECM) algorithm was proposed to maximize (16) for estimating {W , η, σ 2 }. In order to keep this paper brief, the details of parameter estimation were presented in the Appendix.
A comparison of the proposed method and the existing method [15] to construct a full-dimensional GMM was illustrated in Fig. 1 . Thus, directly fitting the GMM p(x) of (3) by (10) is first fitted and then extended to the full-dimensional onep(x) of (14); thus, a total of
d, the number of unknown parameters will be significantly decreased via the proposed method.
B. Missing-Data Classification
Now, we present the details of the missing-data classification based on the extended full-dimensional GMM.
Define {ω 1 , . . . , ω K } to be a finite set of K categories and X j = {x; x ∈ ω j } to be the sample set of the category ω j , which can be measured offline. Thus, X = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X K } is the total sample set. Let Y j = {y; y ∈ ω j } be the reduceddimensional sample set of ω j calculated by (7); thus,
As discussed in Section II, if x is a high-dimensional vector, it is more feasible to construct classification models by using the reduced-dimensional sample set Y . Define Ψ(·) to be a classifier trained offline by Y . Note that, according to actual applications, Ψ(·) can be any classifier, such as support vector machine, decision tree, or neural network. In addition, a set of reduced-dimensional GMMs can be fitted offline by Y as well, i.e.,
where p(y|ω j ) is the reduced-dimensional GMM trained by using Y j , and {M j , γ
} are the parameters of the GMM. In order to handle the missing data in the form of (5), the reduced-dimensional GMMs have to be extended to fulldimensional ones. As (14), a set of extended full-dimensional GMMs can be calculated by the proposed method in Section III-A, i.e.,
where (18), and the inverse of the covariance matrix are correspondingly partitioned as (20) where
. Now, two approaches can be utilized to achieve the missingdata classification based on the extended full-dimensional GMMs of (18) .
1) Marginalizing GMMs Over x m for Bayesian Decision:
The marginal distributions of GMMs over x m can be calculated with (18) and (20) as
Subsequently, the posterior probabilities on the observed part x o can be calculated by Bayes' formula [19] , i.e.,
where P (·) denotes a probability function, and P (ω j ), j = 1, . . . , K, are the class priori probabilities, which can be calculated by the sample statistics in the offline phase. Afterward, the Bayesian decision [19] is used on the resulting posterior probabilities, and ω t will be chosen if
2) Conditionally Mean Imputing x m for Ψ(·): The conditional distribution of x m conditioned on x o can be calculated with (18) as Then, the mean of missing part x m conditioned on x o can be calculated by (25) and (26) as
The missing part x m can be imputed by x m|o to form a "complete" sample, i.e.,
T . Then, the resulting category is derived from Ψ(ŷ) with the reduced-dimensional sampleŷ = Hx. The online process of classifying a sample with missing data was illustrated in Fig. 2 , from which we can see that the samplex can be finally classified to a specific category by the proposed approaches.
IV. EXPERIMENT
Here, simulations and experiments were conducted to verify the performance of the proposed methods.
A. Simulations for Evaluating the Approximation of GMM
Since the extended full-dimensional GMM plays an important role in the missing-data classification, as an auxiliary goal, we first verify the similarity between the extended full-dimensional GMM of (14) and the true GMM by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [24] , [25] .
To do this, a true GMM in a 4-D space (x-space) is given by
where the parameters are In addition, a 2 × 4 matrix H is defined as the LDR matrix
Thus, the reduced-dimensional samples in the y-space are two dimensional.
A number of samples were first randomly generated in the x-space by the true GMM of (28), and then, the reduceddimensional samples in the y-space were calculated by (7) . Next, the existing and proposed methods shown in Fig. 1 were respectively employed to estimate the 4-D GMM of (28) by the obtained samples, i.e., directly fitting the 4-D GMM by the samples in the x-space with the EM algorithm and first fitting a 2-D GMM by the reduced-dimensional samples in the y-space with the EM algorithm, and then extending it to the 4-D GMM with the method presented in Section III-A.
Afterward, the KL divergence between the estimated GMM and the true GMM was calculated to verify the performances of the two methods. The smaller the KL divergence, the closer the estimated GMM is to the true GMM. For each number of samples used to estimate the GMM, 30 trails were run, and each trial consisted of different samples randomly generated from the true GMM. Then, the average KL divergence of 30 trails was computed.
As the simulation results shown in Fig. 3 , when a small amount of samples (less than 30) are available for fitting the GMM, the full-dimensional GMM calculated by the proposed extension method is closer to the true GMM than that directly calculated by the EM algorithm. With the number of samples increasing (more than 40), both methods can provide better approximations overall.
Simulation results demonstrate that the high-dimensional GMM estimated by the proposed method can effectively approximate to the true one, even if only a small number of training samples are available offline.
B. Experiments for the EMG-Based Motion Recognition
Here, the proposed methods were applied to identify humans motion intention from the sEMG signals. 
1) Experimental Protocol:
A total of four able-bodied subjects (four males of 27 ± 3 years old) took part in the experiments. As shown in Fig. 4 , five kinds of hand motions (or states) would be recognized: relaxing (rlx), grasping/opening hand (grp/opn), and pinching the index/middle finger (idx/mid). Four channels of surface tripolar electrodes were used to measure the sEMG signals from the extensor digitorum, flexor digitorum, palmaris longus, and flexor carpi radialis, respectively, which are the main muscles concerned with the selected motions (see Fig. 5 ).
2) sEMG Acquisition and Feature Extraction: The raw sEMG signals were amplified by circuit modules (Myoscan) and then digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (PCI1716) with a sampling frequency of 1 kHz and filtered between 10 and 500 Hz by a Butterworth bandpass filter.
Twenty measurement sessions were conducted for each subject. In every session, one motion was performed for about 1.5 s and then switched to another motion in the order of grp, opn, idx, and mid; whereas two motions were separated by rlx for about 2 s, and the process repeats twice. The sEMG signals of the first five sessions were used for training classification models, whereas the remaining 15 sessions were used for the performance evaluations.
An overlapping 128-ms time window, which was spaced 32 ms apart, was used to extract the sEMG features. Generally, the time window should be less than 300 ms to avoid a userperceived delay in the myoelectric control [26] . In per time window, seven time-domain features, including the root-meansquare (RMS) value and the six-order cepstrum coefficients (Ceps) [27] , were extracted from each of the four sEMG channels and then concatenated into a single feature vector as one sample, which would be then provided to classifiers. Thus, the sample x is a 28-D (4 × 7) vector, i.e., 
3) Linear Dimension Reduction and Classification
Model: As described in Section III-B, during the offline phase, we first transformed the sample x to a reduced-dimensional vector y by an LDR algorithm and then trained a reduceddimensional classifier to recognize the five hand motions \{rlx, grp, opn, idx, mid\}, which were defined as five categories {ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ω 4 , ω 5 }. In addition, in order to classify online the samples with missing data, we also have to fit offline some reduced-dimensional GMMs and extend them to the fulldimensional ones.
Without loss of generality, two commonly used LDR algorithms, i.e., PCA and LDA, were respectively employed to transform the high-dimensional sample x to a reduceddimensional sample y as (7). Then, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) was constructed to classify the reduced-dimensional sample y obtained by PCA, and a hidden Markov model (HMM) was built to classify the reduced-dimensional sample y obtained by the LDA. The details of the LDR algorithms and classifiers were presented as follows.
• PCA + MLP The PCA algorithm results in a representation of the original data to a new coordinate system of lower dimension, using the first eigenvectors of the original data as axes [15] . In our study, the 28-D vector x was transformed to a 5-D vector y by the PCA algorithm, because, for the sEMG features of (29), the first five principal components were capable of describing 95% of the total variance.
The trained MLP network consisted of one hidden layer, with seven neurons and a hyperbolic tangent sigmoid activation function. The number of neurons in the input layer was equal to the dimension of the input vector y, and the output was a 5-D vector, in which a particular element is equal to 1, and all the other elements are equal to 0. The MLP was trained by the Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation algorithm [19] .
Moreover, a group of GMMs p(y|ω j ) as in (17) was also built offline and then extended to the full-dimensional GMMŝ p(x|ω j ) as in (18) for online classifying samples with missing data.
• LDA + HMM In the LDA algorithm, a dimension-reduction matrix is calculated to make the between-class scatter maximum and withinclass scatter minimum [15] . Due to the dimension limitation in the LDA setting, the reduced-dimensional vector y is (K − 1)-dimensional for K categories [16] . Thus, y is a 4-D vector in this study (K = 5).
The setting of the HMM parameters is similar to [26] . where Π is the initial state probability vector, A is the state transition probability matrix, a j i is the probability of transitioning from state i to j, and τ = 20; B is the state observation probability matrix, where p(y|ω j )(j = 1, 2, . . . , 5) is the observation pdf of category ω j (state j). Define p(y|ω j ) of B to be the GMMs as in (17) and then extend them to the fulldimensional GMMsp(x|ω j ) as in (18) for online classifying samples with missing data.
C. Experiments for the Myoelectric Hand Control
Now, the proposed missing-data classification method was involved into the control scheme of a 4-DOF myoelectric hand, as illustrated in Fig. 6 .
After an online sEMG sample x had been generated, the occurrence of data missing in each sEMG channel would be detected by the function
where the superscriptl represents channel l, ξ l and ρ l i (i = 1, . . . , 6) are the sEMG features of channel l as in (29) , and ζ l is a predefined threshold. If (30) is satisfied, the feature data in the corresponding channel are considered as missing data; then, the proposed marginalization method was used to recognize online the hand motions from the sample x with missing data; otherwise, if (30) does not hold, the trained PCA+MLP was used to recognize online the hand motions from the completedata sEMG sample x.
Subsequently, the identified motions were further coded as commands to control the mechatronic hand [see Fig. 7(a) ]. During online experiments, in order to test the performance of the control scheme, some of the sEMG electrodes would be deliberately disconnected to generate samples with missing data, as shown in Fig. 7(b) .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results of the EMG-based motion recognition and the online myoelectric control would be presented here.
A. Results of the EMG-Based Motion Recognition
A criterion was first introduced to assess the performance of the motion recognition in quantity, i.e., classification accuracy of sEMG samples, i.e.,
where N total is the total number of classification samples, and N correct is the number of correct classification samples. Since the sample x in (29) consists of four-channel sEMG features, one-channel features cover 25% data. In our experiments, the test samples were manually set as features missing from one channel, two channels, and three channels, respectively. For a fixed number of channels, we calculated the classification accuracy corresponding to per missing-data combination of different channels and then computed the mean and the standard deviation of all classification accuracies.
Five methods would be respectively employed to achieve missing-data classification: 1) marginalization (Mrg); 2) conditional mean imputation (CMI); 3) mean imputation (MI); 4) zero imputation (ZI); and 5) wrong-value imputation (WI). Mrg and CMI are the proposed methods in Section III-B. ZI and MI denote that the missing-data were substituted by zeros and their mean values (mean values could be calculated by the offline training data) [28] , respectively. WI means that the missing data were directly substituted by wrong values without any treatment.
We only presented the detailed results of Subject 1; the other subjects' results would be summarized later. Figs. 8 and 9 show the experimental results obtained with the testing sample set. In Figs. 8 and 9 , we can see that the results calculated by the two models (PCA+MLP and LDA+HMM) are similar; thus, the proposed Mrg and CMI can cooperate with different LDR methods and classifiers to carry out missing-data classification. Overall, Mrg provided the highest accuracies in classifying sEMG samples with missing data; ZI was superior to CMI and MI; WI gave the worst results, where the mean classification accuracies were less than 20%, even if only one channel of sEMG signals was missing. Thus, the performances of classifiers would be significantly reduced if no treatment was applied to the missing data.
In the motion planning for acquiring sEMG signals, the hand state rlx accounted for more than 50% data in a session, and the sEMG features resulted by rlx were special compared with the features resulted by the other motions, as illustrated in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 shows that all sEMG features resulted by rlx approximated to zeros. Thus, compared with CMI and MI, ZI can provide a closer description to the true values of missing features in the case of rlx.
Due to the particularity of rlx, we just recognized the four hand motions {grp, opn, idx, mid}, excluding rlx, by sEMG samples. Figs. 11 and 12 show the results obtained by different classifiers with respect to different methods of handling missing data, from which we can see that Mrg still provided the best results and increased by 10%-50% in accuracies over the other methods. Moreover, CMI was superior to MI and ZI if rlx was excluded. The classification accuracies of ZI were considerably decreased because the true values of missing features in the case of {grp, opn, idx, mid} were significantly different from zero.
The standard deviations shown in Figs. 11 and 12 indicated that the missing data from different channels could cause different classification results. In what follows, we would investigate the motion recognition with respect to one channel of sEMG missing by the Mrg of PCA+MLP. The results are shown in Fig. 13 , from which we can see that if sEMG signals of channel 1 (ch-1) were missing, the classification accuracy of the motion opn would be greatly decreased, but the impact on the motion grp was relatively small; in contrast, if sEMG signals of channel 2 (ch-2) were missing, the classification accuracy of grp decreased greatly, but the impacts on the other motions were small. Overall, sEMG signals of channel 3 (ch-3) had the greatest effect on motion classification, whereas the effect from that of channel 4 (ch-4) was relatively smaller, which also reflected the relevance between the selected muscles and motions.
After having presented the detailed results of Subject 1, we would briefly summarize all the results of the subjects in the following. We had built the corresponding models (PCA+MLP and LDA+HMM) for each subject by his own training data. Then, we calculated the classification accuracies for each subject by using his models and testing data and subsequently calculated the mean and standard deviation of classification accuracies of all four subjects. Since the results obtained by PCA+MLP and LDA+HMM were similar, we only listed the results of PCA+MLP in Tables I  and II, where Table I was on the recognition of five hand motions, and Table II was on the recognition of four hand motions, except rlx, from which we can get the same conclusions as those of Subject 1. With the proposed Mrg, we could obtain more than 75% of classification accuracies even if two channels of sEMG signals were missing in the test phase.
B. Results of the Online Myoelectric Control
The prosthetic hand can be controlled in real time with the proposed scheme in Fig. 6. Fig. 14 shows an online experimental result, where two channels (ch-1 and ch-3) of sEMG signals were deliberately disconnected. Fig. 14(b) shows the classification results obtained by PCA+MLP and the proposed Mrg method. In Fig. 14(b) , the misclassifications of motions increased after 12 s when missing data occurred, but the motions can still be recognized overall. As a comparison, the classification results obtained only by PCA+MLP were presented in Fig. 14(c) , from which we can see that the classifier almost fail to provide correct classifications when missing data occurred. Thus, the robustness of the myoelectric hand has been improved by involving the missing-data classification mechanism.
Additionally, we evaluated the online processing time of each stage for the myoelectric hand control. All c++ programs ran on a Core2 PC with a main frequency of 2.0 GHz. Table III listed the average time of each process, from which we can see that the classification time for a complete-data sample is 5.9 ms (PCA+MLP), which is less than that for a missing-data sample (Mrg, 9.2 ms). However, all total processing time was still less than the window increment of 32 ms, which makes the proposed method applicable to the real-time control of the myoelectric hand.
VI. DISCUSSION
When studying pattern classification on high-dimensional samples, an LDR method is always involved to not only reduce the complexity of a classifier but also improve its stability [15] , [21] . However, one missing value in the high-dimensional sample will be transformed to every item of the reduceddimensional vector by LDR. In this paper, an extension approach was first developed to fit the full-dimensional GMM by a reduced-dimensional one for missing-data compensation. The proposed method can effectively decrease the number of unknown parameters of the GMM. Generally, the more unknown parameters involved in a classifier, the more offline samples are required for training the classifier [19] . Thus, a relatively accurate GMM can be fitted by the extension method even if only a small amount of offline samples are available in the training phase, as demonstrated by the simulation in Fig. 3 . Based on the extended full-dimensional GMM, we have proposed two methods to achieve missing-data classification: marginalization (Mrg), which directly discards the missing part and only utilizes the observed part, and conditional mean imputation (CMI), which estimates the values of the missing part by the observed values. An important advantage of the proposed methods is that they can handle random missing-data combinations in a sample during online application, without previously determining the form of missing data in offline training.
Afterward, the proposed methods have been applied to EMGbased motion recognition. Identifying humans motion intention from sEMG signals has become a popular technique to realize a "friendly" human-robot interface (HRI) [29] - [31] . The robustness of classification models under the condition of missing data plays a significant role for such HRI systems. However, to our best knowledge, no previous study has focused on motion recognition by the sEMG signals with missing data.
Five hand motions {rlx, grp, opn, idx, mid} were classified by the sEMG signals measured from four muscles. Compared with imputation methods, the Mrg method could provide better classification results. As shown in Tables I and II, when one channel of sEMG signals (25% of proportion) was missing, the mean classification accuracies obtained by Mrg were still more than 84%, which revealed that there existed a redundancy between the sEMG channels with respect to the selected motions. In addition, if the motion rlx was excluded, CMI could increase by 10%-20% of classification accuracy over MI and ZI, which showed that the GMM-estimated values were superior to the constant means or zeros for approximating the true values of missing part. Additionally note that we did not study whether the selected features, i.e., RMS and Ceps, were optimal for motion classification, and the classification performance may be further improved if choosing other time domain features and/or the wavelet coefficients to generate a higher dimensional sample vector [31] , [32] .
During applying a myoelectric hand in real life, some surface electrodes probably become loose or get disconnected due to the skin sweat or collision by accident, which would cause missing data in sEMG signals. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 6 , involving the proposed method into the control of the myoeletric hand can improve its reliability and enhance the safety of users.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied pattern classification on highdimensional samples with missing data by a GMM-based approach. An extension method was first developed to build the full-dimensional GMM from a reduced-dimensional one. Based on the extended full-dimensional GMM, two methods, i.e., marginalization and conditional-mean imputation, were proposed to achieve missing-data classification. Then, the proposed methods were applied to recognize five hand motions from sEMG signals. Experimental results indicated that the proposed methods were able to maintain higher classification accuracies in case of the occurrence of missing data. Further application on a myoelectric hand also confirmed the ability of the proposed methods on improving the robustness of practical systems.
APPENDIX PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION WITH AECM
The transformation parameters {W , η, σ 2 } in (15) are identified by the AECM algorithm.
Before presenting the AECM algorithm, we first introduce an M -dimensional binary random variable z = [θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ M ] T as the component-indicator vector of the GMM presented by (14) . z has a 1-of-M representation, in which a particular element θ i is equal to 1, and all the other elements are equal to 0. The values of θ i therefore satisfy θ i ∈ {0, 1} and
The marginal distribution over z is specified in terms of the mixing coefficients γ i , i.e.,
Because z uses a 1-of-M representation, the distribution of z can be written in the form
The conditional distribution of x given a particular value for z is a Gaussian, i.e.,
In addition, the joint distribution is given by
Thus, for each sample x n in X of (2), there is a corresponding component-indicator vector z n = [θ n,1 , θ n,2 , . . . , θ n,M ]
T . Note that the true value of z n is unknown; thus, z n is also called latent variable. Define the data set of component-indicator vectors to be Z = {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N }.
The AECM iteration consists of two cycles, and each cycle includes two steps, which are expectation step (E-step) and conditional maximization step (CM-step), respectively [23] .
In the first AECM cycle, the joint variable is specified as
T . According to (35), the likelihood function corresponding to the joint data set {X, Z} takes the form
Furthermore, the log likelihood of (36) is given by
Starting with the "old" values of {W , η, σ 2 }, we can evaluate the expectation of L S in E-step, i.e.,
where · denotes the expectation. R n,i represents the posterior probabilities (corresponding to the expectation of θ n,i ). In addition, terms independent of the parameters have been omitted in (39). Now, we maximize (39) with respect to v i in CM-step, i.e.,
where the symbol "∼" denotes the "new" quantity that may be adjusted in CM-step. According to (15) , we can update η bỹ
Note thatη andW are coupled in (42). In order to obtain an explicit solution forη, a restriction is introduced in this step, i.e., {p(x n |y n )p(y n |i)} θ n,i (44)
p(x n |y n ) = N (x n ; W y n + η, σ 2 I)
p(y n |i) = N (y n ; u i , Σ i ).
Then, the log likelihood of (44) is given bŷ
θ n,i ln {γ i p(x n |y n )p(y n |i)} .
With respect to the semiupdated parameters {W ,η, σ 2 }, the expectation ofL S now takes the form in E-step, i.e., 
where R n,i is calculated from (40). According to the LDR of (7), every x n in X corresponds to a y n in Y ; thus, we have y n = y n , y n y T n = y n y T n .
Now, we maximize (48) with respect to W and σ 2 in CMstep, i.e., 
Iteration of (40), (41), and (43) to update η, sequentially followed by computation of W and σ 2 from (50) and (51), is guaranteed to find a local maximum of the log likelihood in (16) ; meanwhile, the estimated values of {W , η, σ 2 } are determined [22] .
Finally, substituting the estimated {W , η, σ 2 } into (14), the extended full-dimensional GMM ofp(x) is obtained.
